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PHS training ensures your child thrives at home
Educating families and caregivers

To help ensure PHS kids thrive at home, the 
Education Department trains, educates, and 
updates clinicians and caregivers with more 
information than ever.

Rebecca Long, BA, RRT-NPS, LRT, Director 
of  Ancillary Services, explains, “We have 
several different audiences, from physicians 
and clinicians, to parents and grandparents, to 
school nurses and camp counselors, and more 
people every year whose fi rst language is not 
English. We’re building an education model to 
inform everyone who cares for a PHS child.”

That education model includes orientation 
and training programs for PHS clinicians, 
individual training sessions for family 
caregivers, on-site classroom activities for 
professional caregivers, written materials in 
various formats, mailings, emails, website 
videos and updates. These tools make certain 
PHS children are cared for according to 
their treatment plan, are cared for safely, and 
remain infection free in the home.

A simple start
“In the beginning, we provided training 
and education materials on a case-by-case 
basis,” says Bruce Estrem, BS, RRT-NPS, 
LRT, Clinical Education Manager. (See our 
profi le of  Bruce on page 6.) Today, Bruce 
and the education team support thousands 

of  equipment and therapy components 
through a more formal training and education 
program.

Keeping products operating for kids
To ensure all products operate as intended, 
Bruce explains, “Our core resource remains 
information from the product manufacturers, 
yet most of  the medical equipment and 
supplies we use for PHS kids was originally 
designed for adults.

Our clinicians work alongside PHS’s Medical 
Director and Biomedical Department to 
ensure all products are safe for PHS’s kids, 
and then we begin the process of  creating 

continued on page 2

Two effective education 
programs
1-2-3 Infection Free!® 
One recent education success is PHS’s 
1-2-3 Infection Free! program, which 
includes training sessions, materials, and 
in-home reference guides to educate 
caregivers about preventing catheter 
infections. The program signifi cantly 
reduces infections in patients and was 
recognized by Johns Hopkins Medicine as 
a proven approach to infection reduction in 
home health care. 

STAR program® 
Based on the results of  a survey given 
to home caregivers, the Education 
Department created various educational 
materials related to oxygen use, safety and 
tanks; proper resuscitation bag function; 
emergency procedures and back-up battery 
use and charging. Together, these materials 
make up the STAR kit. The campaign has 
improved the knowledge and readiness 
of  the home caregiver to care for PHS 
kids with oxygen. The STAR kit includes 
DVDs, safety checklists and reminders, 
troubleshooting guides, equipment tags, 
and an emergency action plan.

The Education Department consists of Susan F.,    
Shaya J., Rebecca L., Krystal C., Bruce E., and Cathleen 
U.
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C’mon online!
Join the PHS online community. Post pictures, share stories, give tips, comment on our blog and 
connect with other families facing similar challenges. Lend support and help celebrate the achievements 
of  children who overcome tremendous medical challenges to live full and happy lives at home. 

Here’s where you’ll fi nd us:

 PHS Thrive blog at http://www.pediatrichomeservice.com/blog/ 

 Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/PediatricHomeService

 Twitter at http://twitter.com/PHSKidsThrive

 YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/user/pediatrichomeservice

 PHS Thrive blog at 
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training and instructions that are relevant to 
our patient population – the way equipment 
is used and therapies are provided in the 
home environment. ”

PHS University
The PHS Education department has a 
formal orientation and ongoing training 
program to introduce new technologies, 
products and services to the clinicians. These 
clinicians can then, in turn, educate and train 
families and other caregivers. Over the past 
several years, one-to-one mentoring with 
clinical experts along with computer-based 
training and competency verifi cation has 
become essential to ensure PHS clinicians are 
educated thoroughly. During a recent Joint 
Commission visit, the surveyor commented 
on the well thought-out organization of  the 
PHS University system. In 2012, we plan 
to extend PHSU to the community to offer 
on-line education and reach our most rural 
caregivers with education essential for them 
to serve our shared patients.

In-house experts and extra help
Some parents have no medical care 
experience, yet with the help of  PHS
Education, they take on intricate daily care 
responsibilities for their child. Educational 
materials must be absolutely clear in English, 
and then critical pieces of  education may be 
translated in to Spanish, Hmong and Somali 
– based upon needs identifi ed within our 
home community.

PHS has developed its own product and 
subject-matter experts (SME’s). For instance, 
Krystal Culliton, BA, RRT-NPS Licensed 
Respiratory Therapist, is completely up to 
speed on all the nuances of  ventilators and 
respiratory equipment. Susan Fitzsimmons, 
RN, CPN, CRNI, BSN, Infusion Therapy 
Nurse, is the education expert for  Infusion 
topics, and all PHS registered dietitians are 
resources for nutritional information. In 
addition to the clinicians, our administrative 
team of  Marlene Brekke,  Lynda Jenrich 
and Holly Sill are essential in publishing, 
preparing and fi nishing materials so PHS 
clinicians can customize education for the 
individual child and family needs. 

The curriculum includes written materials 
that stay in the home. The SME’s work with 
Cathleen Urbain, Ph.D., Patient Advocate, 
and Shaya Johnson, BS, Lead Education 
Projects Coordinator, to develop and revise 
materials. Rebecca says, “We produce 
monthly homecare tips, reference guides/
cards, posters, checklist sheets, product alerts 

and updates and have created several DVD’s.  
“We organize information so it’s clear, 
appealing and easy to understand. That may 
include using certain fonts, photo angles, and 
design styles,” Shaya adds. Additionally, we 
help PHS Corporate Communications put 
together videos and troubleshooting tips for 
the PHS website, blog, Facebook page and 
YouTube.”

Found in translation
Program materials must also be in plain 
language, which has always been a PHS 
priority and has now become a federal 
initiative that applies to PHS as part of  its 
Health and Human Services designation. 
Cathleen guides educational materials 
through the plain language review. First, 
critical documents must be clear in English, 
then translated to other languages as 
needed. Finally these educational materials 
are reviewed by translators for cultural 
accuracy. For example, the English word, 
“dressing,” has multiple meanings. Obviously, 
its translation must be absolutely clear to 
caregivers of  PHS kids.

At PHS, everyone is responsible for 
education.
“Every time a family doesn’t have to call us, 
we’ve succeeded,” Bruce explains. Even so, 
PHS listens to patients and families. Many 
ideas and materials come from suggestions. 
Together, we’ll keep learning—all to keep 
kids at home. We're always here to help, if  
there is an educational video or resource 
you'd like to see made, stop by our Facebook 
page and let us know.

Thriving at Home
Look who we saw at HopeDay 
Kali thrives at home

We were so proud to run into Kali, now 
age fi ve, at HopeDay Kids Festival 
(see Sharing Care on page 4). When Kali 
was born prematurely, her parents were 
told to either take her to hospice and make 
her comfortable—or take her to Houston, 
Texas, for a possible lung transplant. 

They chose Texas. 

By that time, Kali’s 8-month-old body was 
failing. But they got south just in time. Kali 
had a double lung transplant and PHS met 
Kali’s family at the airport when they got 
home. PHS provided services and supplies, 
and helped wean her off  oxygen, suction, 
heat/humidity, and other equipment when 
she was ready. She’s now off  most major 
equipment and a vibrant reminder of  the 
power of  hope.

PHS Services
• Respiratory Therapy 

• Infusion Therapy 

• Pharmacy

• Private Duty Nursing

•  In-Home Asthma Management 

• Clinical Support Services

Pediatric Home Service (PHS) 
is an independent pediatric 
homecare company that provides 
specialized health care services 
to technology-supported 
children — in their homes, 
with their families. We recognize 
and understand the different 
needs of  infants, children, 
and adolescents. We ensure 
continuity of  care by working 
together with health care 
professionals, payers, and 
family caregivers. 

The Pulse is published quarterly by 
Pediatric Home Service for clients, 
professional partners, the health care 
community and other friends of  PHS. 
We welcome your suggestions and 
story ideas. If  you have comments or 
questions or would like to be placed on 
the mailing list, please contact: 

Lori Murray
2800 Cleveland Avenue North 
Roseville, MN 55113
Phone: 651-642-1825
Toll-free: 800-225-7477
Fax: 651-638-0680

Visit www.pediatrichomeservice.com to view 
an electronic copy of  The Pulse or if  you wish 
to receive this newsletter electronically, please 
send your email address with request to 
lamurray@pediatrichomeservice.com

No portion of  this newsletter may be 
reprinted without permission from PHS. 
To make a request to reprint, please contact 
The Pulse at the provided address.

Follow us: 

Training in action
“I’m a new PHS Private Duty Nursing 
Service RN and wanted to share this story: 
I participated in Bruce’s trach training 
course, where we discussed trach sizes and 
types, proper techniques for cleaning, and 
how to change trachs in emergencies and 
as scheduled. Just a few days later, I had 
to perform an emergency trach change 
for my client who had been having some 
symptoms of  respiratory distress. Thanks 
to what I learned in the class, I was able to 
calmly work my way though the situation 
without any complications or ever feeling 
like anything was out of  my control. 
I’ve worked with other agencies, and no 
others have provided this level of  training. 
Thanks for providing the knowledge and 
training I need to be a competent nurse.”   

                                -- Chris Luedemann, RN
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Staff Spotlight
Meet Bruce 
Instilling confidence in families

PHS has several patients who are now 
adults: three of  them have had the same 
PHS caregiver since they were newborns. 
Those are patients of  Bruce Estrem, one 
of  PHS’s original six employees and now 
Clinical Education Manager, Respiratory 
Therapist (RT) and Education Coordinator. 
He still maintains those three patients, 
and one other PHS patient who is now a 
teenager.

“I started my career as a respiratory 
technician at Waconia Hospital,” Bruce 
explains. “Then I became a RT at Travenol, 
focusing on homecare, and met Susan 
(Wingert, PHS founder). Within six months, 
I got married, we bought our fi rst home, 
and I started working at PHS.”

“Susan offered me a 25 percent paycut, 
COBRA benefi ts, and no promises that 
PHS would be around in six months. She 
saw opportunity in pediatric homecare. So 
did I,” he recalls. 

Bruce continues: “One of  my best 
moments here was when PHS got its fi rst 
reimbursement check, which was such a 
feeling of  validation and promise 
of  possibilities.” 

Peace of  mind is everything
In his current position, Bruce is able to pass 
along his expertise. “I really enjoy teaching 
PHS employees about new products and 
procedures. Ultimately, kids are safer in 
their homes when caregivers feel confi dent 
in their skills and knowledge. Giving 
families peace of  mind gives me peace of  
mind,” he says.

Sweeter by the dozen
Outside of  work, Bruce is dedicated to 
Boy Scouts. He’s served as a leader for 
more than 15 years and has led 12 young 
men to achieve Eagle Scout, including his 
and his wife Cathy’s two sons, Nick, age 
22, and Ben, age 17, who just joined the 
National Guard.

A few of  Bruce’s favorite things
Married for 25 years, Bruce and Cathy 
recently celebrated in Kauai, Hawaii. His 
favorite food is lasagna—but only Cathy’s.

Alongside their boys, Bruce spends time 
hunting and fi shing. He admits his favorite 
spots outside of  work are in a deer stand in 
the fall, ice fi shing in the winter, or anything 
outside year-round. His best vacation with 
Cathy was a trip to northern California’s 
wine country; best family vacation was 
Minnesota’s Tettegouche State Park. He and 
Cathy also have Buddy, a Wheaton terrier; 
Oscar, a Beta fi sh; and Valentine, a hamster.

Inspiration from dad
Bruce fondly shares details about the person 
he most admires, his father. “My dad was 
born prematurely on a farm in Minnesota. 
His mother put him in a shoebox on the 
oven door to keep him warm, and he 
survived. He didn’t walk until he was 6 
years old, and was physically challenged 
yet showed a lot of  courage. That was a 
powerful force when my sister got very sick, 
and it sustained me through her recovery. I 
kept thinking, ‘if  my dad can do it, she can, 
too.’ My dad’s infl uence also sparked my 
hard work at PHS, because I never doubted 
we would succeed.”

Got a comment for Bruce? Log on to 
Facebook and share. He's sure to reply.

Bruce celebrated his 25th year of working in 
homecare on September 2, 2011.

Bruce with wife, Cathy, and their two sons, Nick and Ben.

Message from our Medical Director
Dr. Roy C. Maynard
Fewer infections for lower costs

One priority for improving health care 
quality and containing associated costs is 
to decrease the incidence of  health care-
associated infections (HAIs). Although 
many health care providers consider HAIs 
an initiative for hospitals or institutions, 
homecare has expanded to handle more 
complex treatments. PHS is particularly 
interested in monitoring and minimizing 
HAIs to ensure safe care for all our infusion 
therapy patients. 

PHS infusion nurses and specialty pharmacy 
provide physician-ordered infusions in the 
home for various diseases and conditions 
such as:
•  Antibiotic IV treatment for pulmonary 

exacerbations of  cystic fi brosis, which 
commonly lasts two weeks. Longer term 
antibiotic infusions up to three months 
are used for diffi cult-to-treat infections 
like sub-acute bacterial endocarditis or 
osteomyelitis.

•  Patients with chronic conditions such as 
immunodefi ciency or collagen vascular 
disease are treated with IV gammaglobulin 
and other immunomodulators indefi nitely.

•  Children with short bowel syndrome may 
require extended IV nutritional support 
with parenteral hyperalimentation.

•  Advances in medical technology have 
provided new therapies for previously 
untreatable disorders such as those 
associated with inborn errors of  
metabolism. For instance, patients with 
Pompe’s or Gaucher’s disease may require 
lifetime infusions to improve and extend 
their quality of  life.

Central line is vital yet susceptible 
to infection
All of  these conditions share one therapy: 
administering medication via IV infusion 
into the bloodstream through a central line. 
This gets medications where they can do 
the most good; yet central lines are also 
prime territory for bacterial infections. 
Central line-associated bloodstream 
infections (CLABSIs) are estimated by the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
to occur 250,000 times a year in the 
United States. CLABSIs increase mortality, 
health care utilization, costs, and prolong 
hospitalization.

PHS has been tracking CLABSIs in its 
patients receiving home IV infusion 
since 2005. Demonstrating a decrease 
in CLABSIs is just one of  many quality 
measures conducted at PHS that confi rms 
better care at a lower cost. In 2010 PHS 
initiated the 1-2-3 Infection Free! program 
to decrease the incidence of  CLABSIs.

The 1-2-3 Infection Free! program takes the 
“bundle” concept into the home ensuring 
a reliable, safe, and sterile technique 
when accessing and utilizing central lines 
by all providers including parents. The 
IHI Central Line Bundle is a group of  
evidence-based interventions for patients 
with intravascular central catheters that, 
when implemented together, result in 
better outcomes than when implemented 
individually.1 

The 1-2-3 Infection Free! program provides 
a tool with specifi ed practices implemented 
in the home that may reduce CLABSIs 
through consistent and proven step-by- 
step handling of  central lines. PHS IV 
nurses teach patient caregivers to follow 
these practices upon admission and ensure 
the practices are followed throughout the 
duration of  home therapy.

For more information about the PHS 
1-2-3 Infection Free! program, see “Poster 
Presentation: 123 Infection Free! An 
Education Program Aimed at Central 
Line Infection Prevention” at www.
PediatricHomeService.com in the News and 
Media archive. 

Next up: trach infections
In addition to monitoring line infections, 
PHS’s Respiratory Therapy Department is 
currently completing a prospective study 
on the incidence of  tracheobronchitis in 
tracheostomy-dependent homecare patients. 
Hopefully, information gathered from this 
study will identify risk factors so we can take 
steps to control infections in yet another 
PHS patient population.

Dr. Maynard is board-certifi ed by the American 
Academy of  Pediatrics in general pediatrics, 
pediatric pulmonology and neonatology.

Dr. Roy says 
“wash your hands” 
There is one thing everyone can do to 
prevent infections and it’s incredibly 
simple. Wash. Your. Hands. Now is 
a perfect time to print out tips on 
proper hand-washing: http://www.
pediatrichomeservice.com/docs/
HandWashing.pdf

2005* 1.2

2006* 1.4

2007* 1.8

2008 1.34

2009 0.68

2010 0.5

2011 0.34 (Jan - June)

PHS in-line infections have steadily decreased over 
the last few years.
* includes hospital days

Line Infections per 1000 Catheter Days

1“Implement the IHI Central Line Bundle.” 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Institute for Healthcare 
Improvement; 2011. Available on www.IHI.org.

Please visit http://www.youtube.com/user/
PediatricHomeService for all of our how-to and 
troubleshooting videos.



Here’s your chance to tell us how we’re doing and win $100 gift Visa gift card. We sincerely want your feedback. 
Telling us what’s working and what’s not helps us provide you with the very best service possible. You may receive 
a postcard from PHS letting you know we want to hear from you, but you’re welcome to go online and tell us
anytime you wish.
www.PHSsurvey.com
Please don’t hesitate to contact us at 651-642-1825 at any time if  you need assistance with your child’s home care. We’d also love to hear 
from you on our Facebook page. Join the conversation at www.facebook.com/PediatricHomeService.

Packing your bags?
Check this list twice.
Planning and packing for a trip that will include your kids with special medical needs takes 
extra attention. As holiday travel approaches, we want to remind families that some PHS kids’ 
supplies are very specialized and can’t be purchased just anywhere—or shipped quickly. PHS 
has created a travel checklist with every possible supply category so caregivers can plan their 
packing and order any supplies in plenty of  time. Happy trails!

Go to the PHS resources page to download and print this checklist to make your travels 
smoother and safer. http://www.pediatrichomeservice.com/docs/TravelChecklist.pdf

What’s for dinner? Breakfast!
Cooking at Ronald McDonald House
PHS Sharing Care volunteers joined 
the Cook for Kids program at Ronald 
McDonald House (RMDH) in Minneapolis 
on August 17. Many PHS families call 
RMDH home while their children are in 
the hospital, so we’re proud to be part of  
this event. Volunteers John, Miguel, Todd, 
Janelle, Dana, and Beth cooked ‘Breakfast 
for Dinner’ for families staying at RMDH. 
See photos from event on the PHS 
Facebook page at www.facebook.com/
PediatricHomeService. Happy kids are hopeful kids

HopeKids Day
Sharing Care volunteers participated in 
the 5th Annual HopeDay Festival, hosted 
by HopeKids MN on September 11. We 
painted faces and played bean bag toss with 
the kids. This festival marks the end of  this 
HopeKids season and is the organization’s 
largest event of  the year. See photos 
from the event on the PHS YouTube 
channel: http://www.youtube.com/user/
PediatricHomeService. 

PHS helps restore the hope
Faith’s Lodge tree  -planting open house
A devastating summer storm completely 
destroyed the grounds of  Faith’s Lodge 
near Danbury, Wis. A PHS Community 
Outreach Partner, Faith’s Lodge provides 
vital respite and recovery for many PHS 
families. PHS and many other organizations 
and families helped “Restore the Hope” 
with a tree-planting open house on 
September 17. PHS Sharing Care purchased 
trees and PHS volunteers planted them 
at Faith’s Lodge. The day also included a 
pancake breakfast and opening ceremonies 
with founders Mark and Susan Lacek. 
We’re eager to see the trees thrive at Faith’s 
Lodge. See photos from event on the PHS 
Facebook page at www.facebook.com/
PediatricHomeService.

Holly S. hard at work, face painting at HopeDay 
Festival.

Volunteers Issa A., Claudia R.., Lena A., Adria 
A., Dana A., and Amanda A. with Faith's Lodge 
founder Susan Lacek and her two daughters 
(center).

Volunteers John S., Miguel S., Dana A., Todd E., 
Beth R.,and Janelle W. in the kitchen at the Ronald 
McDonald House.
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More detailed, more comprehensive, safer 
and a better fi t for PHS patients. That’s why 
PHS is transitioning all patient information 
to one database system for every service. 
The CPR+ system will be fully integrated 
in Spring 2012, and we’ll start by moving all 
clinical charting in October, 2011. 

What does this mean for PHS families?
Besides the effi ciency and accuracy of  
one system, CPR+ allows us to keep a 
“working delivery ticket” for each patient, 
with these enhancements:
•  Automatic review of  all medications for 

possible harmful interactions
•  Items that patients no longer need can be 

removed, which increases accuracy
•  Customer Service Reps can view families’ 

complete order histories (instead of  just 
three months as with our current system)

•  Up-to-date contact information for 
multiple caregivers, plus social workers, 
school nurses, nursing agencies and others

•  An unlimited number of  physicians in the 
patient fi le 

•  Option for direct emails out of  
patient’s fi le for product alerts and 
other information

•  A patient calendar to coordinate deliveries 
and visits, track patient outcomes, monitor 
quality of  care, and manage documents 
electronically (no more tracking down 
paper charts)

•  Ability to tag each physician’s preferred 
communication method (electronic, fax or 
mail)

In the future, patients, families, caregivers, 
referral sources, and providers will have 
secure, remote access to patient information 

necessary for patient care. This will improve 
coordination of  care. Of  course, CPR+ is 
HIPAA-compliant and maintains rigorous 
standards in managing all information.

To minimize any disruptions, PHS has 
been planning this transition for quite 
some time. We anticipate a seamless 
changeover, yet there may be a few bumps 
in transition. The most notable for patient 
caregivers is that you may be asked twice 
for the same information. That is simply 
to ensure accuracy and should only occur 
once—if  at all—for each patient in the next 
few months.

Thanks in advance for your understanding. 
We promise this transition will provide 
more effi cient, timely, and high quality care.

News and Notes
On the Sharing Care beat 
PHS making a difference

Hot Topics
One for all and all for one
Bear with us as we transition to one database

We want to hear from you

Kids Being Kids
Meet Jackson
Superman

It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s…Superman! Also known as Jackson Reick, this amazing little guy 
was born June 27, 2007, and was decannulated in June 2010. After being diagnosed with 
neuroblastoma (a type of cancer), Jackson was in the hospital for nine months, and October 
30, 2010, was his last day of chemotherapy. He was scheduled to come home with PHS care 
the next day (Halloween). He donned his costume early for a farewell tour of the hospital. 
Jackson has been home ever since, which is exactly where a super hero belongs. Jackson is 
currently thriving on oxygen, nebulizer and IV treatments from PHS. 

We’re on the lookout for photos of “kids being kids” to consider using in future issues of 
The Pulse. Photos can be of any kid activity, from drawing a picture to skiing to playing with 
pets. Submit photos via email to dmakerson@pediatrichomeservice.com. If we choose your 
photo, we will contact you.
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What does this mean for PHS families?
Besides the effi ciency and accuracy of  
one system, CPR+ allows us to keep a 
“working delivery ticket” for each patient, 
with these enhancements:
•  Automatic review of  all medications for 

possible harmful interactions
•  Items that patients no longer need can be 

removed, which increases accuracy
•  Customer Service Reps can view families’ 

complete order histories (instead of  just 
three months as with our current system)

•  Up-to-date contact information for 
multiple caregivers, plus social workers, 
school nurses, nursing agencies and others

•  An unlimited number of  physicians in the 
patient fi le 

•  Option for direct emails out of  
patient’s fi le for product alerts and 
other information

•  A patient calendar to coordinate deliveries 
and visits, track patient outcomes, monitor 
quality of  care, and manage documents 
electronically (no more tracking down 
paper charts)

•  Ability to tag each physician’s preferred 
communication method (electronic, fax or 
mail)

In the future, patients, families, caregivers, 
referral sources, and providers will have 
secure, remote access to patient information 

necessary for patient care. This will improve 
coordination of  care. Of  course, CPR+ is 
HIPAA-compliant and maintains rigorous 
standards in managing all information.

To minimize any disruptions, PHS has 
been planning this transition for quite 
some time. We anticipate a seamless 
changeover, yet there may be a few bumps 
in transition. The most notable for patient 
caregivers is that you may be asked twice 
for the same information. That is simply 
to ensure accuracy and should only occur 
once—if  at all—for each patient in the next 
few months.

Thanks in advance for your understanding. 
We promise this transition will provide 
more effi cient, timely, and high quality care.

News and Notes
On the Sharing Care beat 
PHS making a difference

Hot Topics
One for all and all for one
Bear with us as we transition to one database

We want to hear from you

Kids Being Kids
Meet Jackson
Superman

It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s…Superman! Also known as Jackson Reick, this amazing little guy 
was born June 27, 2007, and was decannulated in June 2010. After being diagnosed with 
neuroblastoma (a type of cancer), Jackson was in the hospital for nine months, and October 
30, 2010, was his last day of chemotherapy. He was scheduled to come home with PHS care 
the next day (Halloween). He donned his costume early for a farewell tour of the hospital. 
Jackson has been home ever since, which is exactly where a super hero belongs. Jackson is 
currently thriving on oxygen, nebulizer and IV treatments from PHS. 

We’re on the lookout for photos of “kids being kids” to consider using in future issues of 
The Pulse. Photos can be of any kid activity, from drawing a picture to skiing to playing with 
pets. Submit photos via email to dmakerson@pediatrichomeservice.com. If we choose your 
photo, we will contact you.
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Staff Spotlight
Meet Bruce 
Instilling confidence in families

PHS has several patients who are now 
adults: three of  them have had the same 
PHS caregiver since they were newborns. 
Those are patients of  Bruce Estrem, one 
of  PHS’s original six employees and now 
Clinical Education Manager, Respiratory 
Therapist (RT) and Education Coordinator. 
He still maintains those three patients, 
and one other PHS patient who is now a 
teenager.

“I started my career as a respiratory 
technician at Waconia Hospital,” Bruce 
explains. “Then I became a RT at Travenol, 
focusing on homecare, and met Susan 
(Wingert, PHS founder). Within six months, 
I got married, we bought our fi rst home, 
and I started working at PHS.”

“Susan offered me a 25 percent paycut, 
COBRA benefi ts, and no promises that 
PHS would be around in six months. She 
saw opportunity in pediatric homecare. So 
did I,” he recalls. 

Bruce continues: “One of  my best 
moments here was when PHS got its fi rst 
reimbursement check, which was such a 
feeling of  validation and promise 
of  possibilities.” 

Peace of  mind is everything
In his current position, Bruce is able to pass 
along his expertise. “I really enjoy teaching 
PHS employees about new products and 
procedures. Ultimately, kids are safer in 
their homes when caregivers feel confi dent 
in their skills and knowledge. Giving 
families peace of  mind gives me peace of  
mind,” he says.

Sweeter by the dozen
Outside of  work, Bruce is dedicated to 
Boy Scouts. He’s served as a leader for 
more than 15 years and has led 12 young 
men to achieve Eagle Scout, including his 
and his wife Cathy’s two sons, Nick, age 
22, and Ben, age 17, who just joined the 
National Guard.

A few of  Bruce’s favorite things
Married for 25 years, Bruce and Cathy 
recently celebrated in Kauai, Hawaii. His 
favorite food is lasagna—but only Cathy’s.

Alongside their boys, Bruce spends time 
hunting and fi shing. He admits his favorite 
spots outside of  work are in a deer stand in 
the fall, ice fi shing in the winter, or anything 
outside year-round. His best vacation with 
Cathy was a trip to northern California’s 
wine country; best family vacation was 
Minnesota’s Tettegouche State Park. He and 
Cathy also have Buddy, a Wheaton terrier; 
Oscar, a Beta fi sh; and Valentine, a hamster.

Inspiration from dad
Bruce fondly shares details about the person 
he most admires, his father. “My dad was 
born prematurely on a farm in Minnesota. 
His mother put him in a shoebox on the 
oven door to keep him warm, and he 
survived. He didn’t walk until he was 6 
years old, and was physically challenged 
yet showed a lot of  courage. That was a 
powerful force when my sister got very sick, 
and it sustained me through her recovery. I 
kept thinking, ‘if  my dad can do it, she can, 
too.’ My dad’s infl uence also sparked my 
hard work at PHS, because I never doubted 
we would succeed.”

Got a comment for Bruce? Log on to 
Facebook and share. He's sure to reply.

Bruce celebrated his 25th year of working in 
homecare on September 2, 2011.

Bruce with wife, Cathy, and their two sons, Nick and Ben.

Message from our Medical Director
Dr. Roy C. Maynard
Fewer infections for lower costs

One priority for improving health care 
quality and containing associated costs is 
to decrease the incidence of  health care-
associated infections (HAIs). Although 
many health care providers consider HAIs 
an initiative for hospitals or institutions, 
homecare has expanded to handle more 
complex treatments. PHS is particularly 
interested in monitoring and minimizing 
HAIs to ensure safe care for all our infusion 
therapy patients. 

PHS infusion nurses and specialty pharmacy 
provide physician-ordered infusions in the 
home for various diseases and conditions 
such as:
•  Antibiotic IV treatment for pulmonary 

exacerbations of  cystic fi brosis, which 
commonly lasts two weeks. Longer term 
antibiotic infusions up to three months 
are used for diffi cult-to-treat infections 
like sub-acute bacterial endocarditis or 
osteomyelitis.

•  Patients with chronic conditions such as 
immunodefi ciency or collagen vascular 
disease are treated with IV gammaglobulin 
and other immunomodulators indefi nitely.

•  Children with short bowel syndrome may 
require extended IV nutritional support 
with parenteral hyperalimentation.

•  Advances in medical technology have 
provided new therapies for previously 
untreatable disorders such as those 
associated with inborn errors of  
metabolism. For instance, patients with 
Pompe’s or Gaucher’s disease may require 
lifetime infusions to improve and extend 
their quality of  life.

Central line is vital yet susceptible 
to infection
All of  these conditions share one therapy: 
administering medication via IV infusion 
into the bloodstream through a central line. 
This gets medications where they can do 
the most good; yet central lines are also 
prime territory for bacterial infections. 
Central line-associated bloodstream 
infections (CLABSIs) are estimated by the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
to occur 250,000 times a year in the 
United States. CLABSIs increase mortality, 
health care utilization, costs, and prolong 
hospitalization.

PHS has been tracking CLABSIs in its 
patients receiving home IV infusion 
since 2005. Demonstrating a decrease 
in CLABSIs is just one of  many quality 
measures conducted at PHS that confi rms 
better care at a lower cost. In 2010 PHS 
initiated the 1-2-3 Infection Free! program 
to decrease the incidence of  CLABSIs.

The 1-2-3 Infection Free! program takes the 
“bundle” concept into the home ensuring 
a reliable, safe, and sterile technique 
when accessing and utilizing central lines 
by all providers including parents. The 
IHI Central Line Bundle is a group of  
evidence-based interventions for patients 
with intravascular central catheters that, 
when implemented together, result in 
better outcomes than when implemented 
individually.1 

The 1-2-3 Infection Free! program provides 
a tool with specifi ed practices implemented 
in the home that may reduce CLABSIs 
through consistent and proven step-by- 
step handling of  central lines. PHS IV 
nurses teach patient caregivers to follow 
these practices upon admission and ensure 
the practices are followed throughout the 
duration of  home therapy.

For more information about the PHS 
1-2-3 Infection Free! program, see “Poster 
Presentation: 123 Infection Free! An 
Education Program Aimed at Central 
Line Infection Prevention” at www.
PediatricHomeService.com in the News and 
Media archive. 

Next up: trach infections
In addition to monitoring line infections, 
PHS’s Respiratory Therapy Department is 
currently completing a prospective study 
on the incidence of  tracheobronchitis in 
tracheostomy-dependent homecare patients. 
Hopefully, information gathered from this 
study will identify risk factors so we can take 
steps to control infections in yet another 
PHS patient population.

Dr. Maynard is board-certifi ed by the American 
Academy of  Pediatrics in general pediatrics, 
pediatric pulmonology and neonatology.

Dr. Roy says 
“wash your hands” 
There is one thing everyone can do to 
prevent infections and it’s incredibly 
simple. Wash. Your. Hands. Now is 
a perfect time to print out tips on 
proper hand-washing: http://www.
pediatrichomeservice.com/docs/
HandWashing.pdf

2005* 1.2

2006* 1.4

2007* 1.8

2008 1.34

2009 0.68

2010 0.5

2011 0.34 (Jan - June)

PHS in-line infections have steadily decreased over 
the last few years.
* includes hospital days

Line Infections per 1000 Catheter Days

1“Implement the IHI Central Line Bundle.” 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Institute for Healthcare 
Improvement; 2011. Available on www.IHI.org.

Please visit http://www.youtube.com/user/
PediatricHomeService for all of our how-to and 
troubleshooting videos.



C’mon online!
Join the PHS online community. Post pictures, share stories, give tips, comment on our blog and 
connect with other families facing similar challenges. Lend support and help celebrate the achievements 
of  children who overcome tremendous medical challenges to live full and happy lives at home. 

Here’s where you’ll fi nd us:

 PHS Thrive blog at http://www.pediatrichomeservice.com/blog/ 

 Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/PediatricHomeService

 Twitter at http://twitter.com/PHSKidsThrive

 YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/user/pediatrichomeservice

 PHS Thrive blog at 
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training and instructions that are relevant to 
our patient population – the way equipment 
is used and therapies are provided in the 
home environment. ”

PHS University
The PHS Education department has a 
formal orientation and ongoing training 
program to introduce new technologies, 
products and services to the clinicians. These 
clinicians can then, in turn, educate and train 
families and other caregivers. Over the past 
several years, one-to-one mentoring with 
clinical experts along with computer-based 
training and competency verifi cation has 
become essential to ensure PHS clinicians are 
educated thoroughly. During a recent Joint 
Commission visit, the surveyor commented 
on the well thought-out organization of  the 
PHS University system. In 2012, we plan 
to extend PHSU to the community to offer 
on-line education and reach our most rural 
caregivers with education essential for them 
to serve our shared patients.

In-house experts and extra help
Some parents have no medical care 
experience, yet with the help of  PHS
Education, they take on intricate daily care 
responsibilities for their child. Educational 
materials must be absolutely clear in English, 
and then critical pieces of  education may be 
translated in to Spanish, Hmong and Somali 
– based upon needs identifi ed within our 
home community.

PHS has developed its own product and 
subject-matter experts (SME’s). For instance, 
Krystal Culliton, BA, RRT-NPS Licensed 
Respiratory Therapist, is completely up to 
speed on all the nuances of  ventilators and 
respiratory equipment. Susan Fitzsimmons, 
RN, CPN, CRNI, BSN, Infusion Therapy 
Nurse, is the education expert for  Infusion 
topics, and all PHS registered dietitians are 
resources for nutritional information. In 
addition to the clinicians, our administrative 
team of  Marlene Brekke,  Lynda Jenrich 
and Holly Sill are essential in publishing, 
preparing and fi nishing materials so PHS 
clinicians can customize education for the 
individual child and family needs. 

The curriculum includes written materials 
that stay in the home. The SME’s work with 
Cathleen Urbain, Ph.D., Patient Advocate, 
and Shaya Johnson, BS, Lead Education 
Projects Coordinator, to develop and revise 
materials. Rebecca says, “We produce 
monthly homecare tips, reference guides/
cards, posters, checklist sheets, product alerts 

and updates and have created several DVD’s.  
“We organize information so it’s clear, 
appealing and easy to understand. That may 
include using certain fonts, photo angles, and 
design styles,” Shaya adds. Additionally, we 
help PHS Corporate Communications put 
together videos and troubleshooting tips for 
the PHS website, blog, Facebook page and 
YouTube.”

Found in translation
Program materials must also be in plain 
language, which has always been a PHS 
priority and has now become a federal 
initiative that applies to PHS as part of  its 
Health and Human Services designation. 
Cathleen guides educational materials 
through the plain language review. First, 
critical documents must be clear in English, 
then translated to other languages as 
needed. Finally these educational materials 
are reviewed by translators for cultural 
accuracy. For example, the English word, 
“dressing,” has multiple meanings. Obviously, 
its translation must be absolutely clear to 
caregivers of  PHS kids.

At PHS, everyone is responsible for 
education.
“Every time a family doesn’t have to call us, 
we’ve succeeded,” Bruce explains. Even so, 
PHS listens to patients and families. Many 
ideas and materials come from suggestions. 
Together, we’ll keep learning—all to keep 
kids at home. We're always here to help, if  
there is an educational video or resource 
you'd like to see made, stop by our Facebook 
page and let us know.

Thriving at Home
Look who we saw at HopeDay 
Kali thrives at home

We were so proud to run into Kali, now 
age fi ve, at HopeDay Kids Festival 
(see Sharing Care on page 4). When Kali 
was born prematurely, her parents were 
told to either take her to hospice and make 
her comfortable—or take her to Houston, 
Texas, for a possible lung transplant. 

They chose Texas. 

By that time, Kali’s 8-month-old body was 
failing. But they got south just in time. Kali 
had a double lung transplant and PHS met 
Kali’s family at the airport when they got 
home. PHS provided services and supplies, 
and helped wean her off  oxygen, suction, 
heat/humidity, and other equipment when 
she was ready. She’s now off  most major 
equipment and a vibrant reminder of  the 
power of  hope.

PHS Services
• Respiratory Therapy 

• Infusion Therapy 

• Pharmacy

• Private Duty Nursing

•  In-Home Asthma Management 

• Clinical Support Services

Pediatric Home Service (PHS) 
is an independent pediatric 
homecare company that provides 
specialized health care services 
to technology-supported 
children — in their homes, 
with their families. We recognize 
and understand the different 
needs of  infants, children, 
and adolescents. We ensure 
continuity of  care by working 
together with health care 
professionals, payers, and 
family caregivers. 

The Pulse is published quarterly by 
Pediatric Home Service for clients, 
professional partners, the health care 
community and other friends of  PHS. 
We welcome your suggestions and 
story ideas. If  you have comments or 
questions or would like to be placed on 
the mailing list, please contact: 

Lori Murray
2800 Cleveland Avenue North 
Roseville, MN 55113
Phone: 651-642-1825
Toll-free: 800-225-7477
Fax: 651-638-0680

Visit www.pediatrichomeservice.com to view 
an electronic copy of  The Pulse or if  you wish 
to receive this newsletter electronically, please 
send your email address with request to 
lamurray@pediatrichomeservice.com

No portion of  this newsletter may be 
reprinted without permission from PHS. 
To make a request to reprint, please contact 
The Pulse at the provided address.

Follow us: 

Training in action
“I’m a new PHS Private Duty Nursing 
Service RN and wanted to share this story: 
I participated in Bruce’s trach training 
course, where we discussed trach sizes and 
types, proper techniques for cleaning, and 
how to change trachs in emergencies and 
as scheduled. Just a few days later, I had 
to perform an emergency trach change 
for my client who had been having some 
symptoms of  respiratory distress. Thanks 
to what I learned in the class, I was able to 
calmly work my way though the situation 
without any complications or ever feeling 
like anything was out of  my control. 
I’ve worked with other agencies, and no 
others have provided this level of  training. 
Thanks for providing the knowledge and 
training I need to be a competent nurse.”   

                                -- Chris Luedemann, RN



2800 Cleveland Avenue North
Roseville, MN 55113
Phone: 651-642-1825
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PHS training ensures your child thrives at home
Educating families and caregivers

To help ensure PHS kids thrive at home, the 
Education Department trains, educates, and 
updates clinicians and caregivers with more 
information than ever.

Rebecca Long, BA, RRT-NPS, LRT, Director 
of  Ancillary Services, explains, “We have 
several different audiences, from physicians 
and clinicians, to parents and grandparents, to 
school nurses and camp counselors, and more 
people every year whose fi rst language is not 
English. We’re building an education model to 
inform everyone who cares for a PHS child.”

That education model includes orientation 
and training programs for PHS clinicians, 
individual training sessions for family 
caregivers, on-site classroom activities for 
professional caregivers, written materials in 
various formats, mailings, emails, website 
videos and updates. These tools make certain 
PHS children are cared for according to 
their treatment plan, are cared for safely, and 
remain infection free in the home.

A simple start
“In the beginning, we provided training 
and education materials on a case-by-case 
basis,” says Bruce Estrem, BS, RRT-NPS, 
LRT, Clinical Education Manager. (See our 
profi le of  Bruce on page 6.) Today, Bruce 
and the education team support thousands 

of  equipment and therapy components 
through a more formal training and education 
program.

Keeping products operating for kids
To ensure all products operate as intended, 
Bruce explains, “Our core resource remains 
information from the product manufacturers, 
yet most of  the medical equipment and 
supplies we use for PHS kids was originally 
designed for adults.

Our clinicians work alongside PHS’s Medical 
Director and Biomedical Department to 
ensure all products are safe for PHS’s kids, 
and then we begin the process of  creating 

continued on page 2

Two effective education 
programs
1-2-3 Infection Free!® 
One recent education success is PHS’s 
1-2-3 Infection Free! program, which 
includes training sessions, materials, and 
in-home reference guides to educate 
caregivers about preventing catheter 
infections. The program signifi cantly 
reduces infections in patients and was 
recognized by Johns Hopkins Medicine as 
a proven approach to infection reduction in 
home health care. 

STAR program® 
Based on the results of  a survey given 
to home caregivers, the Education 
Department created various educational 
materials related to oxygen use, safety and 
tanks; proper resuscitation bag function; 
emergency procedures and back-up battery 
use and charging. Together, these materials 
make up the STAR kit. The campaign has 
improved the knowledge and readiness 
of  the home caregiver to care for PHS 
kids with oxygen. The STAR kit includes 
DVDs, safety checklists and reminders, 
troubleshooting guides, equipment tags, 
and an emergency action plan.

The Education Department consists of Susan F.,    
Shaya J., Rebecca L., Krystal C., Bruce E., and Cathleen 
U.
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